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*****.Habitan Book I: The Parallel Place Melissa, Michael and
Annabelle were each separated from their parents as infants.
Our story begins where they now live, together in an
orphanage in northern Canada in the 1600 s. Discovering a
strange kinship, they have become true friends, and support
one another. But why do they feel they are meant to be
somewhere else? Is this where they truly belong? Then a
mysterious event occurs, transporting them to another land
called Habitan, a magical place where anything and
everything is possible if you believe and strive hard enough. In
Habitan, sorcery, magic, and powers of the mind abound.
Animals talk, and the spirit of the woods is alive. While in
Habitan, the children join forces with three animal guides,
encounter a wicked sorceress named Oskana , and embark on
an adventure to discover their true heritage and destiny. Can
they develop their innate powers and magical gifts soon
enough to protect themselves and to help the Good of
Habitan? Will they be reunited with their parents...
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Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any writer. It is really basic but excitement within the fi y percent of
your publication. Your way of life period is going to be enhance as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Ma tt Ma g g io-- Ma tt Ma g g io

Absolutely essential study book. It normally is not going to charge excessive. I am delighted to inform you that this is
basically the finest ebook we have study during my very own lifestyle and can be he greatest publication for at any
time.
-- Dr . Willis Pa ucek II--  Dr . Willis Pa ucek II
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